From the bottom up: dimensional control and characterization in molecular monolayers†
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Self-assembled monolayers are a unique class of nanostructured materials, with properties determined by their molecular lattice structures, as well as the interfaces with their substrates and environments. As with other nanostructured materials, defects and dimensionality play important roles in the physical, chemical, and biological properties of the monolayers. In this review, we discuss monolayer structures ranging from surfaces (two-dimensional) down to single molecules (zero-dimensional), with a focus on applications of each type of structure, and on techniques that enable characterization of monolayer physical properties down to the single-molecule scale.

1. Introduction

The unique chemistry of nanostructured materials evolves due to balance between the lattice and bonding structures of the materials, the chemistries of their interfaces, the dimensionalities of their structures, and the types and distributions of defects [Fig. 1]. In comparison with other nanoscale materials, the chemistries and structures of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are largely determined by their interfaces, which account for a relatively high proportion of the atoms (typical monolayer thickness ranges from 1–3 nm [ref. 1]), and also frequently dominate the energetics of structure formation. For instance, in the most common synthetic SAMs, alkanethiols on gold, the enthalpy of the gold–sulfur bond formation (∼50 kcal mol−1) is several times larger than the combined interactions of the alkyl tails with surrounding molecules (1–2 kcal mol−CH2−1). Importantly, if the enthalpy of assembly at one interface provides a strong driving force for monolayer formation, it is possible to tune many other material properties and still achieve ordered lattices.

Monolayer structures optimize both interactions with the substrate and intermolecular interactions.1,4,6 Lattice structures in monolayers are determined by both the substrate lattice and the chemistries and structures of the molecules forming the monolayers. In alkanethiol monolayers, linear molecules are attached to gold surfaces via Au–S bonds; both the organization of the sulfur headgroups on the gold lattice and the packing of the alkyl tails influence molecular lattice formation. For other molecules, such as adamantane monolayers, defects can also arise from the molecular lattices.5 Defects are important in understanding and predicting the behavior of monolayers.6 Since monolayers are often tightly coupled to solid substrates, irregularities in the substrate lattice (such as atomic step edges) can create offsets in the monolayers.5 Defects can also arise from the molecular lattices.
For instance, many classes of molecules tilt relative to the surface normal,\textsuperscript{5} creating areas of heterogeneous structure between domains of molecules oriented in different azimuthal directions. Still other defects can be created as monolayers are formed. When alkanethiols are assembled on gold from solution, thiols can extract gold atoms from the surface, resulting in one-atom-deep ‘etch pits’ in the Au{111} substrate surface that disrupt monolayer structures.\textsuperscript{7} These and other defects can be selectively removed by subsequent monolayer and substrate dynamics and processing.\textsuperscript{13}

Importantly, as with other nanostructured materials, defects are often the most reactive sites in the materials, and dominate chemical patterning,\textsuperscript{2} self-assembly,\textsuperscript{4} and extending the capabilities of the scanning tunneling microscope to make novel measurements at the molecular and atomic scales. This research is performed at low temperature (A K), in extreme high vacuum, and also in catalytically relevant environments.
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both access of additional molecules to the substrates and the dynamics of the systems. In the context of monolayers, this reactivity can be exploited to design 1D and 0D structures within 2D monolayers, or to nucleate processes such as molecular exchange.14–20

Characterization of lattice structures and defects in SAMs and related structures relies on surface-sensitive tools that provide chemical, electronic, and/or topographic information.12,21 Typical 2D techniques providing chemical information about surfaces and adsorbates include grazing angle Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, electron diffraction (transmission electron microscopy, TEM, and low energy electron diffraction, LEED), near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS), and neutron scattering.1 Scanning probe techniques – atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) – provide more localized information, down to the single-molecule scale.21

In this review, we discuss the physical properties and applications of self-assembled monolayers as nanostructured materials, with a focus on assembled structures ranging from 2D (full monolayers) down to 0D (single molecules), including methods for top-down patterning of monolayer structures. Throughout, we select examples highlighting the breadth of molecular functions available through these materials, and specialized characterization techniques and methods that enable quantitative measurements of these properties down to the single-molecule scale.

2. Two-dimensional structure and function

Studies of 2D monolayers on solid surfaces began as early as the 1940s,22 and now encompass systems ranging from alkanes and aromatic molecules to much larger macromolecules, and substrates from glass to single-crystalline metal surfaces.1,4,23–25 Self-assembled monolayer structure is influenced by the substrate lattice, the interface between the molecular head group functionality and the substrate, the molecular lattice formed based on head group and backbone chemistries, and the exposed interface dominated by the chemical functionality of the tail group (Fig. 2). Monolayers of alkanethiols on Au{111} are the most common and most studied; thus, we discuss many aspects of monolayer formation and structure in relation to these systems. The strategies
developed for controlling monolayers of thiols on Au\{111\} will, over time, be translated to other molecule–substrate systems.\(^6,^{26}\)

### 2.1. Substrate lattices

Monolayers have been formed on metals including Au\(^1,^{12,27}\), Ag\(^27–^{30}\), Cu\(^{27,30,31}\), Pd\(^{30,32}\), Pt\(^{33,34}\), Ni\(^{30,35}\), Fe\(^36\), Ti\(^36\), Te\(^{37}\), Hg\(^{38}\), and GaIn.\(^{39,40}\) Since bonding with the substrate is often a critical driving force for monolayer formation, the substrate atomic lattice and electronic structure are key. The Au\{111\} crystal face is often used in monolayer formation for a number of reasons – gold readily forms bonds with thiols, and such surfaces are easily prepared, commercially available, and stable under normal atmospheric conditions. Other metal surfaces (such as Ag, Cu, Pt, and Pd) are more easily oxidized; these substrates are often used in studies of monolayers under vacuum, in which molecules are evaporated onto the surface rather than deposited from solution.

Semiconductors such as Si, Ge, GaAs, and InP can also be used as substrates for monolayer formation.\(^{41–46}\) Silicon is particularly...
widely used due to its electronic applications; however, silicon forms a native oxide under normal atmospheric conditions. Thus, chemistry has developed to interface with both silicon and its oxide. 57–49 Other semiconductors have also been explored as monolayer substrates, including GaN 50 and ZnSe. 51 Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) is a semimetal and forms atomically flat surfaces over relatively large areas (>1000 nm on an edge). Although the surface does not readily form covalent bonds to common functional groups such as thiols or amines, it can be used as a substrate for monolayers in which aromatic groups in the monolayers form π-stacking interactions with graphite (or graphene) surfaces. 4, 52–55

2.2. Substrate–head-group interfaces

The substrate–molecule interface both influences monolayer structures and serves as the electronic connection to the substrate. Thus, understanding these interfaces is important in predicting structures, stabilities, and physical properties (such as conductance) of SAMs, as well as of molecules matrix-isolated within them.

Although there are many possible pairings of substrate and molecular head group chemistries, the substrate–molecule interface is more complex than would be predicted based solely on bonding between substrates and the functional head groups. The substrate lattice presents multiple chemically non-equivalent binding sites, involving one or more atoms. Further, substrate surfaces often reconstruct to minimize energy; these changes create lower symmetry surface structures that also influence the interfaces. Binding of the functional head group can lead to additional surface structural changes, and restrictions on orbital hybridization can influence the angle between molecular backbones and surfaces.

Surface reconstruction is widely observed for metal and semiconductor surfaces. 56, 57 Here, we briefly discuss the relationship between surface reconstruction and alkanethiol SAM formation on Au{111} as an illustrative example of the complexities of these rearrangements.

Substrate atoms on bare Au{111} surfaces compact slightly, forming a reconstruction with both face-centered-cubic- and hexagonally close-packed-stacked zones and a (22 × \sqrt{3}) unit cell relative to the Au{111} lattice, referred to as the herringbone reconstruction. When sulfur-containing molecules (including thiols, disulfides, and thioethers) bind to Au{111}, the formation of Au–S bonds removes the reconstruction, a phenomenon that is possible to visualize by STM. The nominal strength of Au–S bonds (~ 50 kcal mol⁻¹) is greater than that of Au–Au bonds. 28, 58 and the ability to remove the reconstruction can be used as a qualitative descriptor of molecule–substrate bond strengths. For instance, thioureas have weaker molecule–substrate bonds than thiols; however, SAMs of thioureas nonetheless lift the Au{111} herringbone reconstruction. 59–62 In contrast, adsorbed benzene does not lift the native Au{111} reconstruction. 63

The growing consensus is that thiols lift selected atoms to sit at a subset of sites on the restored Au{111} lattice; these are referred to as Au adatoms. 64 It has been known for some time that thiolates move as a Au–thiolate complex at defect sites such as step edges. 65 Recent calculations show that there are multiple stable surface reconstructions (similar to within 0.2 eV): one sulfur bound to a three-fold hollow site, one sulfur bound to a bridge site, one sulfur bound to one Au adatom, and two sulfur atoms bound to one Au adatom. 66–71 Thiols on Ag[111] exhibit different binding properties than those on Au{111}, 72 typically binding at bridge and three-fold hollow sites, and are tilted at angles closer to the surface normal. 28 Selenols on Au{111} have more promiscuous binding, and as a result Moiré patterns are observed in STM images. 73

The multiplicity of possible binding structures highlights the importance of techniques for characterizing the buried interfaces. Some chemical properties can be characterized at large (micron to millimeter) scales using techniques such as FTIR spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), or at intermediate scales by measuring reductive desorption electrochemically. 20 Characterization at the sub-nanometer scale with STM-based techniques provides complementary information about heterogeneous structure important for understanding reconstructions. Weiss and coworkers found that the largest buried dipole in a SAM can be mapped by varying the tunneling gap distance in STM imaging. For alkanethiols on Au{111}, this locates the Au–S bond; thus, correlating buried dipoles (head groups) with topography (tail groups) enabled the first single-molecule tilt angle measurement. 74 A similar spectroscopy technique applied to cyclohexanethiol on Au{111} distinguishes between binding at bridge and atop sites. 2, 24, 27

In addition to the molecules with head groups based on sulfur, discussed above, 1, 25, 28 many other head groups are available, including isocyanides, 75 Si, 76–78 P, 56, 79–81 Se, 82, 83, 84 carboxylic acids, 84, 85 and head groups that allow noncovalent π-stacking interactions on highly oriented graphite, such as cyclodextrins, 86–89 pentacene, 90 and peptides. 91–93 While these surface connectors are less explored, comparisons between molecule–substrate systems provide insight into how to translate surface attachment and patterning strategies from one system to another, and will ultimately lead to the identification of new strategies.

Selenols provide a useful comparison with thiols since they come from the same group in the periodic table. 83, 94–96 In contrast to the hexagonal lattices formed by alkanethiols, alkaneselenols form either densely packed distorted hexagonal lattices incommensurate with the underlying Au{111} substrate, or commensurate linear missing-row structures. 73 These differences in bonding likely contribute to the differences in conductance observed between alkaneselenol and alkanethiol SAMs. 97 Short (n = 2–6) n-alkaneselenols follow the odd/even rule for stability (even chain lengths are more stable), as do alkanethiols. However, selenols are more stable toward exchange than alkanethiols of equivalent length, 98 which has been attributed to differences in bonding configurations (sp³ and sp). 29 Polyfunctional head groups increase binding strength; for instance, diselenides and dithiols displace monothiolate monolayers on Au, similar to chelating effects found for other molecules. 94
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Silanes and silanols are typically used to form monolayers on silica (SiO$_2$) surfaces, though the bulk of the backbone is hydrophobic. Similarly, SAMs separated from $n$-alkanethiols of equivalent length based on their hydrogen-bonding networks. Amide-bonding networks in SAMs have also been used for charge transport across Ag/SAM/Ga$_2$O$_3$/EGaIn junctions.

Even functional groups that introduce relatively strong interactions such as hydrogen bonding can disrupt monolayer formation if they interfere with molecular packing. The di-amide and tri-amide counterparts of the system described above, 3-mercaptopropionic acid (3ATC9) and 3-mercapto-N'-N-propylacetamidopropionamide, do not form ordered monolayers, at least in the terminal zone of the alkyl layers measured with STM.

Other chemical functional groups can be added within the molecular backbones to impact monolayer formation, including alkenes, alkynes, diacetylenes, and biomolecules. Interface physical properties can be changed dramatically by factors including interfacial bond strengths and sizes of the molecular backbones. Molecular interactions within lattices include van der Waals, dipole–dipole, and hydrogen-bonding interactions. van der Waals interactions between molecules in lattices contribute to stability. In alkanethiol–Au SAMs, this contribution increases with alkyl chain length, as each methylene ($-\text{CH}_2-$) unit contributes on average 1 kcal mol$^{-1}$. Alkanethiolates on Au(111) tilt roughly 30$^\circ$ relative to the surface normal, to maintain nominally all-trans configurations that maximize van der Waals interactions. As chain lengths increase in alkanethiols, the range of accessible backbone tilt angles is constrained due to steric effects.

Monolayers on other substrates have different tilt angles, again determined by the substrate lattice and maximizing intramolecular interactions.

Chemical functional groups incorporated into the molecular backbone can influence molecular lattice structures. For instance, 3-mercaptopropionamide (3ATC9) is chemically similar to the more commonly used decanethiol, with an amide functional group replacing a methylene unit near the thiol headgroup. Two phases have been observed, one normal to the surface, the other tilted 18$^\circ$ relative to the surface normal. The amide groups enable hydrogen bonding between molecular backbones in the monolayer in the tilted conformation, increasing intermolecular interaction strength by ~6 kcal mol$^{-1}$, and increasing the electronic polarizability of the monolayer. Such interactions can cause phase segregation, creating monolayers with two distinct types of domains: 3ATC9 monolayers phase separate from $n$-alkanethiols of equivalent length based on their hydrogen-bonding networks.
which can be reversed based on terminal substituents, for instance electron-rich amines vs. electron-poor nitriles.\textsuperscript{130} Specialized terminal groups create additional possibilities for monolayer function. Azobenzene terminal groups isomerize on exposure to UV (365 nm) and blue (450 nm) light, respectively.\textsuperscript{14,15,138} Pyrrole-terminated SAMs polymerize upon plasma exposure, forming conductive and mechanically active polymers.\textsuperscript{134} Hydroxyl-terminated SAMs have also been used to immobilize Au nanoparticles on surfaces.\textsuperscript{139}

Simple functional groups displayed at SAM–environment interfaces can be used for further reactions to display more complex molecules on surfaces. Common functional groups incorporated into SAMs for reactions to create biological interfaces include carboxylic acids, amines, and azides.\textsuperscript{119,140–145} Care is needed in further functionalization of SAMs as the reaction exothermicity of vigorous surface reactions can disrupt the assemblies and nanostructures previously formed.\textsuperscript{11,13,142,146}

Carboxylic acids can be used in standard synthetic reactions (such as \textit{N}-hydroxy-succinimide–ethylenediaminecarbodiimide, NHS–EDC, coupling) to create amide linkages – such reactions have been used to attach benzenesulfonamide ligands for enzymes,\textsuperscript{147} as well as for attachment of small-molecule neurotransmitters, their precursors, proteins, and other molecules.\textsuperscript{130,136,137} Interactions with large molecules such as receptor proteins are in some cases more specific when ligands are distributed several nanometers apart on the surface; this is discussed further in the section on 0D assemblies.

Amines, similarly, can be used for coupling reactions, which have been used to display functional groups including nitrophenyl phosphonates\textsuperscript{80,101} and neurotransmitters\textsuperscript{148} on surfaces, to interact with molecules in solution.

Azides displayed on surfaces can be used for a copper(\textit{i})-catalyzed azide–alkyne cycloaddition known as the ‘click’ reaction due to its high reaction efficiency.\textsuperscript{149} This approach has been used, for instance, to attach peptides to surfaces to study cell adhesion.\textsuperscript{150,151} This reaction has also been carried out using a copper AFM tip to create localized molecular patterns.\textsuperscript{152}

3. One-dimensional assemblies

One-dimensional structures on surfaces can be templated by anisotropy in the surface, created by depositing anisotropic (inhomely 1D) molecules, or can arise from interactions such as hydrogen bonding between molecules (Fig. 3).\textsuperscript{52} Once assemblies are formed, some types of molecules (such as those containing diacetylene functionalities) can polymerize to create covalently bound structures.\textsuperscript{8,153,154} Linear structures may be aligned in a number of ways, including external electric or magnetic fields, or capillary interactions with a receding solvent.\textsuperscript{155} One-dimensional assemblies have been used to create directionally conductive monolayers, for linear transport of nanoscale objects, and to induce macroscale motion by causing directional strain in a substrate.\textsuperscript{156–158}

3.1. Substrate surface reconstruction

Solid crystalline surfaces typically have unsatisfied bonds, in some cases leading the top layer of the surface to reconstruct to minimize surface energy, either on the pristine surface,\textsuperscript{41,159} or as adsorbates bind.\textsuperscript{160} For instance, pristine Si(100) surfaces prepared in ultrahigh vacuum (<10\textsuperscript{−10} torr) and thermally annealed, reconstruct to form Si dimers with π-bond character (the Si(100) – 2 × 1 phase).\textsuperscript{41} As noted above, such features can template assembly.

3.2. Surface defects and electronic standing waves

Surface defects such as atomic step edges and vacancies cause perturbations in the local electronic density of states,\textsuperscript{165,161,162}
which modulate the binding of adsorbrates and can be used to create linear arrays, as for benzene adsorbed to Cu(111) step edges.\textsuperscript{163} Linear arrays of magnetic atoms\textsuperscript{165} (such as Co on Pt(111)\textsuperscript{164}) have been of particular interest due to theoretical predictions of unique 1D magnetic properties.\textsuperscript{165,166} Adsorbrates can also perturb surface electronic structure and template the binding of further adsorbrates,\textsuperscript{163,167} as found for \textsuperscript{14}L-methionine on Ag(111), which forms linear arrays\textsuperscript{168} that can be used to template further adsorption of species such as Fe atoms.\textsuperscript{169}

3.3. Anisotropic molecules

Adsortion of anisotropic molecules also leads to 1D surface structures. Both synthetic and natural linear molecules have been used for this purpose. Synthetic examples include bistable rotaxanes,\textsuperscript{170} dumbbell-shaped molecules with controlled numbers of electron-accepting cyclobis(parquat-p-phenylene) rings threaded on the shafts; each ring has a pair of available docking stations with which it associates via electron donor–acceptor interactions. Such molecules deposited on surfaces have been both characterized at the single-molecule level\textsuperscript{171} and used to do macroscale work (cantilever deflections up to 2 \textmu m) based on electrochemically controlled motion of the rings between their two stable positions on the shaft.\textsuperscript{157,172}

Natural 1D structures may also be studied on surfaces – DNA has been deposited on surfaces both in its natural linear state and as components of DNA origami structures with controlled morphology.\textsuperscript{173} Linear origami structures have been used to perform assembly-line tasks, loading three different gold nanoparticle cargoes onto a DNA walker transiting the line (each step \textasciitilde 2 h), in a programmable fashion.\textsuperscript{174,175} Peptides forming regular secondary structures, such as \beta-sheets, have been assembled on surfaces to illuminate the process of amyloid plaque formation.\textsuperscript{176} Biologically important protein assemblies (such as muscular actin–myosin filaments) are also deposited on surfaces. Small (1–4 \textmu m) metallized actin filaments have been used as nanoscale transporters on myosin-coated surfaces, with speeds of \textasciitilde 200 nm s\textsuperscript{−1} (vs. \textasciitilde 4 \textmu m s\textsuperscript{−1} for unmetallized actin), controlled by the addition of ATP.\textsuperscript{156}

3.4. Noncovalent interactions

Noncovalent interactions between molecules, such as hydrogen-bonding or substrate-mediated interactions, are used to template 1D assembly. In addition to the hydrogen-bonded peptide structures mentioned above, organic molecules can form 1D arrays.\textsuperscript{53,167} Typical structures include a rigid framework (often benzene, anthracene, or a porphyrin), and substituents that facilitate directional intermolecular interactions.\textsuperscript{4,177}

For instance, dicarboxylic acids with long alkyl substituents (such as isophthalic and terephthalic acid derivatives) form linear arrays based on both hydrogen bonding between carboxylic acids and interdigitation of the long alkyl tails.\textsuperscript{4,2} In this context, the interdigitated alkyl tails form 1D lamellar structures, with the carboxylic acids organizing at the periphery of each lamella. Lamellar structures can also be formed from other functionalized alkanes (including alcohols, amines, and bromides), or even long alkanes such as tricontane (30 carbons) based on van der Waals forces.\textsuperscript{179} Tilt angles of the molecules relative to the lamellar axis vary based on interactions between the functional head groups.\textsuperscript{179}

3.5. Polymerization

Polymerization of molecules self-assembled on surfaces can produce covalently bound 1D structures.\textsuperscript{8,153,154,180} For example, diacetylene derivatives such as nonacosa-10,12-diynoic acids have been assembled on HOPG, using long alkyl chains\textsuperscript{154} or hydrogen-bonding functional groups such as isophthalic acids\textsuperscript{153} to align the alkyne moieties. Polymerization is either initiated across the entire surface, using UV light,\textsuperscript{154} or at a single point, using a STM probe tip.\textsuperscript{181} Polymerization creates linear polydiacetylene chains that terminate at domain edges or defects, with HOMO–LUMO gaps that decrease with increasing chain length,\textsuperscript{154} and conductivities that increase substantially (up to 1000 \times) with iodine doping.\textsuperscript{180} Films of polymerized pentacosa-10,12-diynoic ethanalamide exhibit source–drain modulation when a gate bias is applied, in contrast to less-ordered polymerized films,\textsuperscript{182} suggesting the importance of aligning 1D features for applications in devices.

4. Zero-dimensional assemblies

Zero-dimensional molecular features consisting of individual molecules or small molecular clusters have been studied for their electronic, mechanical, magnetic, optical, biological, and chemical properties.\textsuperscript{21} Studies at this level illuminate unique properties that otherwise are lost through averaging in ensemble measurements. Here, we select illustrative examples, classified based on molecular function (Fig. 4).

Single-molecule electronic properties in particular have been extensively investigated with the goal of producing single-molecule devices performing the functions of macroscale circuit components.\textsuperscript{183,184} Such studies began in 1974 with a theoretical proposal of a molecular rectifier by Aviram and Ratner,\textsuperscript{185} and now encompass both theoretical and experimental work on molecular resistors, rectifiers, electronic and photochromic switches, and other devices.\textsuperscript{186–188}

Just as decreasing the size of macroscale circuit components increases the importance of interface issues such as line edge roughness, the interface between a molecular device and its environment (including electrodes and surrounding molecules) is critical. Electrode–molecule coupling, determined by band alignment, contact bonding, and contact geometry, plays a critical role in electron transport properties. Thus, with proper control over electrode interfaces, electronic properties of contacts can be tuned.\textsuperscript{97,184,187,189}

4.1. Characterization

Scanning probe microscopes are widely used for molecular device characterization, since they can both image target molecules in their environments and position one electrode (the scanning probe tip) with sub-nanometer precision in three
In addition to interfaces with the substrate, nearby conductive molecules can influence the electronic properties of target molecules. To reduce the effects of such interactions, active molecules can be distributed in less conducting monolayer matrices. One method for doing this is solution deposition of conductive molecules inserted into existing ordered alkanethiolate (or other) SAMs (Fig. 4). Target molecules have high probabilities of deposition at domain boundaries and other defects in SAMs, typically resulting in few-nm spacings between molecules, adequate for electrical isolation. This method was used by Weiss and co-workers to test the conductance switching mechanism of isolated oligo(phenylene ethynyl) (OPE) thiolate molecules inserted into self-assembled dodecanethiolate monolayers.  

Single molecules can be also suspended between contacts in break junctions. In this configuration, one electrode is initially in contact with or in close proximity to the other, and is slowly drawn away to break contact. If bifunctional (for instance dithiolated) conductive molecules are present in the junction, quantized conductance decreases are observed as the number of molecules bridging the junction decreases. Junction lengths can be controlled to $\pm 1 \text{ Å}$, and the junction is typically broken and reformed repeatedly to test reproducibility. Alternatively, controlled junction lengths can be achieved in static conformations using techniques such as on-wire lithography.

Further molecular measurements can be made using scanning tunneling spectroscopy. Inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) is performed using STM by holding the tip stationary over a molecule (i.e., without varying the tip–sample separation or the lateral position), and varying the voltage while monitoring the current at low temperature (4 K). This yields a current–voltage curve dependent on the vibrational spectrum of the molecule, providing both structural and electronic information about the
single-molecule junction. Comparable measurements have been made in break junctions. 4.2. Molecular function

4.2.1 Resistors. Single-molecule conductance is sensitive to several factors, in addition to the chemical structures of molecules. These include the chemistry, geometry, and electronic properties of the contacts with the electrode (thiol, amine, etc.), as well as interactions with surrounding molecules. Molecular energy levels (particularly the highest occupied molecular orbital, HOMO, and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, LUMO) shift on binding to the electrodes. This shift determines the difference between molecular energy levels and the Fermi levels of the electrodes; alignment of either the HOMO or LUMO with the Fermi level typically increases conductivity.

Conductance measurements based on repeated break-junction formation can generate histograms of values for thousands of Au–molecule–Au junctions, which are important due to variations in conductance with electrode geometry. Conductance is often reported in relation to the quantum point contact from the formation of a Schottky barrier requires the use of the substrate Fermi level. Another is the placement of the Schottky barrier at each interface, which depends on the factors contribute to rectification. One is the magnitude of the difference between molecular energy levels and the Fermi levels of the electrodes; alignment of either the HOMO or LUMO with the Fermi level typically increases conductivity.

4.2.2 Rectifiers and diodes. Certain molecules with two conjugated groups having donor–bridge–acceptor structures exhibit asymmetric conduction, or rectification. Several factors contribute to rectification. One is the magnitude of the Schottky barrier at each interface, which depends on the mismatch between the molecular HOMO or LUMO and the substrate Fermi level. Another is the placement of the donor–bridge–acceptor structure relative to the two electrodes. Asymmetric placement (often achieved using alkyl spacers with different lengths) increases rectification. Rectification also occurs due to differences in energy levels between the donor and acceptor groups. Distinguishing this contribution from the formation of a Schottky barrier requires the use of the same metal for both electrodes, first achieved by Metzger and coworkers. Rectification ratios (ratio of conductances at positive and negative voltages of the same magnitude) of up to 3000 at ±1 V have been measured in a cationic donor–bridge–acceptor dye. Experimentally, the same challenges described above for resistors apply here; for instance, rectification depends on the structure of the junction between the electrodes. In addition, the rectification ratio has been observed to decrease with successive measurements, complicating quantification.

4.2.3 Switches. Molecular switches transition between two (or more) electronic, structural, or optical states in response to external stimuli. The behavior of most such molecules is initially characterized in solution. Surface-bound switching is of interest because it creates the possibility of using switch states in devices; however, surface attachment often impacts switching, meaning careful characterization is important.

Certain classes of molecules undergo switching between high and low conductance states. Oligo(phenylene ethynylene)s are widely studied examples, in which switching occurs due to hybridization changes at the metal–molecule contact. As with the molecules discussed above, switching behavior depends on the local environment. For instance, placing OPE molecules in well-ordered alkanethiol SAM matrices increases stability and reduces stochastic switching frequency. Hydrogen-bonding interactions with appropriately designed amide-containing alkanethiol SAMs have been used to stabilize one or both switch states.

Photochromic molecules switch between conformational states upon exposure to light of characteristic wavelengths, with switching behavior that is often different on surfaces vs. in solution. For instance, azobenzene molecules, containing two benzene rings linked through an N=N double bond, undergo photoisomerization from a lower-energy trans conformation to a higher-energy cis conformation when irradiated at ~365 nm. Isomerization on surfaces introduces additional considerations. If molecules lie flat on bare metal surfaces, isomerization is typically quenched due to electronic coupling with the surface. If molecules are elevated off the surface on bulky legs to decouple them from the substrate, switching is again observed; however, the photon absorption cross-section is reduced relative to that in solution, and the reaction can proceed via a different mechanism. Switching can also be achieved by depositing the molecules at defects in background SAM matrices, linked to the surface through tethers long enough to place the azo functionality protruding beyond the matrix. In this case, the structure of the tether plays a key role in mediating switching.

Placing functional molecules on surfaces also opens new possibilities for controlling switching. For instance, azobenzene switching on surfaces can be initiated using electric fields or tunneling electrons from a STM probe tip. Mechanically interlocked molecules such as catenanes and rotaxanes operate based on the motion of two or more noncovalently linked molecules relative to each other. Rotaxanes are comprised of dumbbell-shaped molecules with a ring-shaped molecular thread on the shaft. The ring can move between two stations on the shaft based on the oxidation state of the preferred tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) station. Tethering these molecules to solid surfaces enables them to perform work, but also raises the potential that interactions with the surface or neighboring molecules may affect their function.

The motion of individual rings can be tracked using electrochemical STM (with solution covering the surface), as the potential is raised and lowered (from ~0.1 to ~0.5 V), reversibly changing the oxidation state of the TTF station. Since the shafts are much less conductive than the rings, only the rings are visible in STM images. Observing the motions of ~100 rings as the potential is cycled reveals a distribution of ring
displacements around the ~3 nm distance between stations of the fully extended molecule, with an average displacement of ~2 nm. This suggests that the shaft binds to the surface without the ends fully extended. Direct measurements such as those described inform strategies for optimizing molecular function for devices, such as development of rotaxane switches with more rigid shafts. Rigid shafts would have the further advantage of being able to transmit greater force in assembled, cooperative devices.

### 4.2.4 Single-molecule reactions

Isolating individual molecules or pairs of molecules on surfaces as 0D structures enables chemical reactions to be initiated and monitored at the single-molecule level. Again, STM is a useful tool, since electronic excitation can trigger chemical reactions, which can then be observed with the microscope; many STM measurements are performed at low temperature (4 K) under ultrahigh vacuum conditions (pressures <10⁻¹⁰ torr), both reducing the likelihood of unwanted side reactions with gas-phase molecules, and slowing reaction kinetics.

Such single-molecule chemistry was pioneered by Ho and coworkers performed single-molecule dissociation of pyridine and benzene molecules on Cu(001). Meyer, Rieder, and coworkers induced Ullmann coupling (formation of biphenyl from two iodobenzene molecules) on Cu[111]. Weiss and coworkers later extended single-molecule reaction studies, inducing Ullman coupling with a scanning tunneling microscope and differentiating reactive intermediates from products based on IETS measurements. Reaction mechanisms for catalytic chemistry on reactive intermediates from products based on IETS measurements.

In addition to observing important and normally short-lived reaction intermediates, 0D molecular assemblies on surfaces can be used to control reaction pathways to select for paths that would be unfavorable in solution. Pairs of thiolated anthracene phenylene ethynylene derivatives deposited at defects in alkanethiolate SAMs are confined in head-to-head arrangements. When photoexcited, the molecules dimerize via cycloaddition, since they cannot access the head-to-tail conformation that would otherwise be sterically favored in solution.

### 4.2.5 Biological applications of 0D assembly

Isolating individual biomolecules on surfaces provides unique opportunities for understanding their structure and function, although many systems benefit from careful selection of passivating monolayers to control interactions between the target molecules and the substrates. Proteins are relatively large (~4 nm diameter for a 50 kD globular protein) and can interact with other nearby proteins on surfaces, meaning that if proteins are targeted to surfaces by ligands, it is useful to have the ligands distributed several nanometers apart on surfaces. This is possible using the defect-based insertion strategy discussed previously. For instance, 5-hydroxytryptophan (5-HTP), a serotonin precursor, has been covalently bound to tethers via its additional carboxyl group. The use of insertion-directed self-assembly distributes 5-HTP at defects in SAM matrices, effectively spacing these molecules far apart. The use of the precursor molecule, instead of the neurotransmitter serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine) itself, leaves all epitopes of serotonin accessible for molecular recognition. These surfaces have been used to capture native serotonin receptor proteins. Substrates capable of biomolecule-specific recognition can ultimately be used in tandem with other methods, such as surface mass spectrometry, to identify new target molecules.

### 5. Molecular patterning and its applications

In the previous sections, we have described how molecular interactions of alkanethiols within SAMs and with the surrounding environment can be controlled and characterized to provide structural and functional information with sub-nanometer resolution. Integrating such functions into electronic and biosensing devices requires registry with macroscale features, often created by larger scale molecular patterning. Molecular patterning has been carried out on a variety of solid surfaces (including Au, Ag, Cu, Ge, Pd, and SiO₂), utilizing an array of techniques in surface chemistry to generate patterns ranging in scale from microns to nanometers.

Terminal functional groups displayed at interfaces define both physical and chemical surface properties, making it possible to tailor surfaces down to the nanoscale through chemical patterning. In this section, we briefly discuss molecular patterning of SAMs through soft lithography, scanning probe lithography, and related techniques (Fig. 5). Detailed descriptions of these techniques have been provided elsewhere and in previous reviews.

#### 5.1. Patterning strategies

##### 5.1.1 Soft lithography

In soft lithography, a pliable elastomeric stamp is molded from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or another polymeric material; molecular inks are then applied to stamps, which are used to transfer inks to surfaces, reproducing the stamp features. Stamps are typically produced by casting liquid PDMS onto master molds with predefined features fabricated by photolithography or EBL. Features in masters are negatively replicated in PDMS stamps. For example, trenches and protruding features on the master molds will create protruding and depressed features on PDMS stamps, respectively.

Although a variety of molecular inks are currently available, alkanethiols are the original (and still the most commonly used) inks for conventional soft lithography. The soft PDMS stamp conforms to the surface topography of substrates, making it possible to pattern curved substrates.

Molecular ink features can be used in several ways. Inked patterns act as chemical etch resists, protecting patterned areas while material in the exposed areas is removed. As a result, stamp features are transferred into the underlying solid substrates. Unpatterned areas can also be backfilled, to self-assemble different molecules to create surfaces displaying chemically distinct functional groups in patterned vs. unpatterned areas. Such surfaces have been investigated in the context of preventing biofouling and guiding cell growth.
Two key factors relating to inks limit the fidelity of feature reproduction in soft lithography. Alkanethiol inks can diffuse laterally on the surfaces of substrates beyond the contact areas (surface diffusion) during printing, creating halos around patterned features.235 Additionally, low molecular weight inks are volatile, enabling ink vapor deposition in noncontacted areas.263 Both phenomena decrease pattern fidelity, becoming more important as feature sizes are reduced to the nanoscale. Several modifications to soft lithography have been developed to address these challenges.235,244,254,264,265

5.1.2 High-molecular-weight inks. Using higher molecular weight inks lowers ink vapor pressure, reducing vapor deposition in noncontacted areas during ink transfer.263,266 High-molecular-weight inks also minimize lateral diffusion around patterned features. For instance, Delamarche et al. demonstrated that by controlling both ink concentration and stamp–substrate contact time, microcontact printing of eicosanethiol (a 20-carbon alkanethiol) can be used to create features ~80 nm in size.263 Even smaller feature sizes (~40 nm) were achieved using dendrimeric polymers, which are more massive than commercially available alkanethiols.267 Although high-molecular-weight inks minimize lateral diffusion and vapor deposition, their sizes can cause inks to precipitate on stamp surfaces prior to contact, causing post-printing patterning problems on substrates.268 In addition, polymeric inks do not provide robust etch resist properties for device fabrication.269

5.1.3 Microcontact displacement printing (μDP). Another method for retaining line edge sharpness by preventing lateral diffusion of alkanethiol inks is referred to as microcontact displacement printing.142,265,270 Here, labile adamantanethiols are first self-assembled on substrates. Because adamantanethiols have weak intermolecular interactions, lower molecule–substrate bond densities, and mismatched lattices relative to the displacing molecules, they are readily displaced by alkanethiol inks in the stamped areas. Adamantanethiol molecules remaining in the unpatterned regions around patterned features prevent ink molecules from diffusing outside the contact areas, improving line-edge roughness.265 An important consideration in this method is that the molecular ink must form a sufficiently robust monolayer to displace the existing weakly bound adamantanethiol SAM.

5.1.4 Microcontact insertion printing (μCIP). If surfaces are instead passivated with more strongly bound alkanethiol SAMs prior to patterning, ink molecules are inserted at defects in the existing SAMs (as opposed to displacing the SAM).271,272

---

Fig. 5 Overview of molecular patterning strategies. (i) Soft lithography. Left: 42 nm lines of dendrimers on Si surfaces fabricated by additive nanocontact printing. Adapted with permission from ref. 267. Right: biotin–streptavidin recognition patterns on Au substrates fabricated by subtractive chemical lift-off lithography. Adapted with permission from ref. 58. (ii) Scanning probe lithography. Left: large-area patterning of 1-octadecanethiol with dip-pen nanolithography; and nanografting aldehyde-terminated thiols into decanethiol SAMs. Adapted with permission from ref. 299 and 336. Right: replacement of docosanethiol SAMs with ferrocenyl undecyl thioacetate molecules on Au and Pd substrates assisted by high-bias (>2 V) scanning with STM probes. Adapted with permission from ref. 337. (iii) Unconventional lithography. Left: side-by-side patterning for carboxy- (bright), hydroxy- (gray), and methyl-terminated (dark) thiolate monolayers on Au substrates. Adapted with permission from ref. 318. Right: a 10 nm gap fabricated by molecular ruler technique. Adapted with permission from ref. 322.
This produces dilute patterns of ink molecules in the stamped areas. For work with biomolecules, this capability is particularly useful. If small-molecule probes are distributed across surfaces at defects, relatively large target proteins and antibodies can be captured specifically based on function.\textsuperscript{119,137,140,141,148,273,274} In contrast, full monolayers of small-molecule targets result in non-specific binding, because of the prevalence of exposed interacting functional groups.\textsuperscript{137,141,275}

5.1.5 Reactive spreading lithography. If ink vapor formation is restricted, lateral diffusion of inks can be used to advantage to create nanoscale gaps between patterned areas by carefully controlling both ink concentration and stamp–substrate contact time. Xia \textit{et al.} performed microcontact printing under water, regulating lateral ink diffusion to create alkanethiol SAM features separated by ~100 nm gaps.\textsuperscript{276} Because stamps and substrates were immersed in water and a relatively high-molecular-weight, water-insoluble ink was used, ink vapor was not formed. Controlled lateral spreading has also been exploited in a technique called edge spreading lithography, discussed below.\textsuperscript{277}

5.1.6 Catalytic microcontact printing. In contrast to the techniques discussed above, catalytic microcontact printing (CuCP) patterns substrates without requiring ink transfer, avoiding altogether problems associated with lateral and vapor diffusion. In this technique, polymeric stamp surfaces are functionalized or inked with chemical species that catalyze reactions or react with functional groups on substrates in stamped areas.\textsuperscript{278} A notable feature of CuCP is the interfacial reaction that takes place between the chemically functionalized surfaces of polymeric stamps and the reactive surfaces of SAM-modified substrates. The mechanism of interfacial reactions has been widely discussed, since tethering both reaction partners to solid surfaces would be expected to hinder their reaction.\textsuperscript{279,280}

Patterning with CuCP has produced feature sizes as small as ~20 nm and has found diverse applications in surface chemistry, biology, and catalysis.\textsuperscript{144,281–283} Key concerns for CuCP include optimizing chemical conjugation for the polymeric stamps and eliminating competing conjugating pathways that reduce reaction yields.\textsuperscript{284} Extension to smaller feature sizes (<20 nm) would enable single-molecule biological studies.

5.1.7 Chemical lift-off lithography. Chemical lift-off lithography (CLL)\textsuperscript{58} extends the concept of CuCP by allowing reactions to take place between stamp surfaces and substrate-bound SAMs, which is followed by lift-off of reacted molecules from monolayers as the stamp is removed. In CLL, PDMS stamps with molded relief patterns are activated by oxygen plasma treatment and brought into conformal contact with SAM-modified Au substrates. The activated patterns react with certain classes of chemical functional groups on the exposed surfaces (e.g., alcohols but not unmodified alkanes). Contact-induced reactions form covalent bonds, allowing reacted molecules to be lifted off surfaces in areas where the stamps make contact.\textsuperscript{58} Exposed gold areas can either be chemically etched or backfilled with other alkanethiols to create multicomponent patterned SAMs. For example, biotin-terminated alkanethiols were self-assembled on post-lift-off hydroxyl tri(ethylene glycol) SAM-modified Au substrates, to create small-molecule patterned substrates for biorecognition. Patterning by CLL can produce sharp 40 nm gaps with a single patterning step using nanopatterned masters;\textsuperscript{58} alternatively, micropatterned masters can be shifted in registry through multiple lift-off steps to produce features narrower than 50 nm.

Investigation of post-lift-off PDMS stamps by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy indicated that Au was removed from the underlying substrates, suggesting that the stamp–SAM interactions are at least as strong as the Au–Au bonds at the substrate surface. Thus, CLL serves as a potential route to investigate the widely discussed nature of SAM–substrate interactions.

5.2. Scanning probe lithography

As described in previous sections, scanning probe microscopy can be used to characterize structure and function in alkanethiol SAMs on solid substrates with Ångström resolution. In this section, we discuss the use of scanning probe microscopy in lithography to achieve high-resolution molecular nanoscale patterning, including AFM-based techniques such as dip-pen nanolithography (DPN), nanografting, nanoshaving, and STM-based techniques.

5.2.1 Techniques based on atomic force microscopy: dip-pen nanolithography and nanografting. Dip-pen nanolithography, developed and commercialized by Mirkin and coworkers, transfers molecular ink from an AFM tip to substrates via a water meniscus.\textsuperscript{251} Because ink transfer is mediated by the meniscus, feature size and resolution are controlled not only by the probe tip sharpness (the probe tip radius of curvature is typically ~10 nm), but also by tip–surface contact duration, ink diffusion dynamics, chemical structures of molecular inks, temperature, and relative humidity.\textsuperscript{285–287} Thiols, proteins, nucleotides, DNA, and polymers have all been used as molecular inks for DPN.\textsuperscript{251,288–296} Relative to microcontact printing, DPN typically produces smaller features, but operates at slower speeds since it is a serial process. However, patterning speeds may be increased by utilizing multiple tips simultaneously.\textsuperscript{275,297–300}

While DPN uses an AFM tip to add molecules to substrates, molecules in SAMs can also be removed by dragging the tips through SAMs with scanning forces higher than those used for imaging, a process referred to as nanoshaving.\textsuperscript{301,302} Performing this process with the surface immersed in a solution of a different SAM-forming molecule is called nanografting, and allows the exposed areas to be backfilled by other molecules, creating multicomponent surfaces.\textsuperscript{302} These techniques retain the properties of high spatial resolution and can be performed under many different chemical environments.\textsuperscript{303} They have been widely used for fabricating molecular patterns with sub-100 nm resolution.\textsuperscript{301,304–307} Nanografting has been used to regulate and study reaction mechanisms,\textsuperscript{308} and to fabricate multicomponent nanostructures for molecular electronic and biological applications.\textsuperscript{274,301,309–311}

Similar to DPN, the main limitations of nanoshaving and nanografting are relatively slow patterning speeds and small patterning areas. However, in addition to creating arbitrary 2D patterns, 3D nanostructures can also be fabricated through simple chemical reactions on features created by nanografting.\textsuperscript{312}
5.2.2 Techniques based on scanning tunneling microscopy. Similar to AFM-based patterning techniques, STM tips can also be used to create high-resolution (sub-20 nm) patterns by applying high biases (3–4 V, in contrast to typical imaging voltages of magnitude \( \leq 1 \) V) between the STM probe tip and conducting or semiconducting samples, causing desorption of molecules from surfaces.\(^{313,314}\) If desorption is performed under liquid, exposed areas can be backfilled with other molecules, a process known as STM-replacement lithography (STM-RL).\(^{315,316}\) Although this technique produces precise features, patterns are formed slowly and only over small areas, even relative to AFM-based techniques. Additionally, high applied biases can chemically modify the STM probe tip itself, decreasing feature precision.\(^{31}\)

5.3. Other techniques

In addition to conventional soft lithography and scanning probe lithography techniques described above, other strategies have also produced high-quality molecular-scale patterns. In this section, we will discuss two examples of unconventional patterning strategies: edge spreading lithography and molecular rulers.

5.3.1 Edge spreading lithography. Lateral diffusion of alkanethiol inks can be controlled to fabricate patterns on Au substrates.\(^{276}\) Edge spreading lithography (ESL) leverages diffusion in a multi-step process to create narrow features only in areas to which the ink diffuses, rather than in both stamped and diffusion-coated areas. Elastomeric stamps first transfer alkanethiols to substrates with existing template features. The ink diffuses along the template features to the surface, creating narrow molecular features around their edges.\(^{277,317}\) Subsequent removal of the template leaves narrow molecular features on substrates. The template features can either be patterned through conventional lithography or by techniques such as colloidal lithography; the use of conventional lithography enables patterning over large areas, while colloidal lithography enables creation of relatively small features.\(^{317}\)

Multiple rounds of ESL can be performed on the same surface with different molecules, creating concentric patterns around the preformed features.\(^{318}\) This procedure provides precise 2D control of chemical patterns on surfaces for applications in metal nanostructure fabrication and biology.\(^{318,319}\)

5.3.2 Molecular ruler lithography. Molecular ruler lithography combines a top-down patterning approach (EBL) with a bottom-up approach (SAM formation) to fabricate high-resolution nanostructures.\(^{320}\) Parent features are first fabricated through EBL or photolithography. Subsequently, multiple SAMs with well-defined thicknesses are deposited on the parent features through electrostatic interactions, by alternating layers of end-functionalized \( \alpha,\beta \)-mercaptoalkanoic acid with layers of a polycyane. This process creates small, precisely controlled gaps (4–100 nm) between two parent features. Importantly, the chemistry of the parent features, substrate, and SAM constituents must be chosen such that the SAMs wet only the parent features and not the substrate. Finally, daughter features are created through controlled deposition of metals across the entire surface; removing the SAM layers reveals the original parent features, as well as daughter features formed in the gaps. The lengths of the molecules and the numbers of alternating layers used to create the multilayer resists control feature thickness, acting as a ruler to vary both the spacing between the parent and daughter features and the daughter feature sizes.\(^{320–334}\) This process expands chemical patterning control of molecules from 2D to 3D.

6. Perspectives

Molecular monolayers represent one of the limits of nanostructured materials, and, in some cases, enable control of structure and environment down to the single-molecule level. In 2D monolayers, the molecular lattice structures and physical properties can be tuned based on substrate structures, and the steric and chemical functionalities of the molecules making up the monolayers. Combining monolayer strategies with top-down patterning enables 2D monolayer structures to be created with features from below 100 nm to the wafer scale.\(^{31}\) The self- and directed-assembly strategies described above enable control down to the sub-nanometer scale.

To date, the properties of 2D monolayers have been explored extensively; however, restricting additional dimensions can provide even greater control over function and provide insight into molecular processes. For instance, 1D structures can direct coupling between atoms and molecules or enable motion of nanoscale objects across surfaces, while 0D structures allow the course of individual molecular reactions to be controlled and monitored.

Studying molecular structures and processes at the sub-nanometer scale in real space makes it uniquely possible to understand how nanoscale properties change based on interactions with the environment, particularly defects and neighboring molecules. Since interfaces, defects, and heterogeneous structures are critical in applications from device performance to biological function, characterization tools that provide additional information about interfaces will open new fields of study and new means of control.
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